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Abstract:  
With the development of economy and society, the management mode and business of taxpayers have been updated; 
the complexity of tax administration significantly increased; the asymmetry of levying for both information have 
become increasingly prominent; therefore, the traditional way of managing households according to their apanage by 
tax administrator has been difficult to adapt to new needs of tax source management. We should base on information 
technology to build a new tax management mechanism (system) under the government leadership where national tax 
system and local system cooperate, and relevant department must give info-technical support, to form the 
comprehensive taxation atmosphere with definite power and duty, standard management, effective collaboration and 
powerful supervisory control in order to improve the work of information management tax. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, the population of Chinese taxpayers is increasing at about 6% to 10% per year, the 
management mode of taxpayers are getting more and more complicated, business mobility has developed 
from trans-regional, multi-industry to trans-provincial, multi-national and e-commerce management mode. 
The asymmetry of levying for both information has made tax administration difficulties. New changes of 
taxpayers has brought new tasks to tax source management, so some traditional management modes, such 
as single management, man-to-man, hand-collect taxes, management of taxation by invoice have not 
solved these issues: tax administration and concentration of power. Therefore, it has become all the more 
important to strengthen information management tax. 
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2. Existing problems in the practice of information management tax of China 
Although the implementation of information management tax has effect, but on the whole, information 
management tax is still exploring while information barrier exists among departments. Because of these 
problems, laws and regulation & system of information management tax is not yet complete, combined 
with the lack of understanding to information management tax, backward concept and slow development 
of basic informatization, the asymmetry of levying for both information, uneven level of tax officers’ 
professional skills, which are the reasons why the development of informatization is influenced and 
restricted, which also decide that information management tax will be an ongoing process of exploration 
and improvement. The existing problems are as follows: 
2.1. Strengthen inner and outer harmony of information management tax 
    Currently, information software system used by basic tax authorities concludes comprehensive 
CTAIS (CHINA TAXATION ADMINISTRATION INFORMATION SYSTEM), The Value Added Tax 
Anti-Fake System, Drawback Tax Management Information System, Audit Information System, 
Investigation Information System, Office Automation(OA) Management Information System, Tax 
Discipline Inspection Management Information System, Tax Supervision System, Internet Tax Declare 
System and many other systems. These systems, from a single functional point of view, are to some 
extent improve the quality and efficiency; but overall, to varying degrees, there are several issues, for 
example: overlap function, optical cross, complex program, incompatible with each other and so on, 
which affect the effectiveness of information management tax; furthermore, tax department and 
government functional department lack of the exchange of taxation information; many departments pay 
insufficient attention to tax support and protection as well as the initiative is not strong, which make the 
tax department not in time obtain important taxation information, and make the work of information 
management tax harder. 
  2.2. Serious distortion of basic tax sources information 
The work of information management tax still exists some problems: the distortion of tax sources 
information of taxpayers in recent years. The reason for the problem: First, the taxpayer's profit motive or 
demand causes distortion of information. As a taxpayer, who maintains that individual interest is higher 
than paying tax owning to laws. When the two conflicts, they prefer the former; when they fulfill the 
obligation of providing tax information, they adopt the following strategies: 1. refusal 2. prevarication 3. 
concealment 4. hide to make the information collected by basic tax administrator distorted. Second, some 
tax administrators are under the double pressures of "task index" and "error punishment". In order not to 
add themselves more task burden and make mistakes in assessment, they turn a blind eye to the 
troublesome households, the households who escaped the management, no registration and no typing 
information. As a result, they are free from system administration, which leads to incomplete information; 
in order to improve performance, they turn the normal households to the non-normal ones or below 
the  tax threshold custom management, which leads to information distortion; when they collect 
information, they obey the rules “less rather than more, lower rather than higher” , which leads to tax 
sources "three clear& three unclear" that the hearts of tax administrators are very clear, but he can not say 
clearly; branch bureau is generally not very clear, but they can do a clear report to the county bureau; 
county bureau would like to understand, but they are always fuzzy. Once again, the lack of operating rule 
forms the data garbage. At present, the lack of taxation data’s Acquisition Standards & Operating Rules 
leads to the arbitrary data collected by tax administrator. At the same time, the phenomenon of “heavy 
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certificate, light administration” is quite serious; even after cleaning, taxation foundation data still exists a 
lot of information of shell users, cancellation users, false users, which forms data garbage and results in 
information distortion, brought negative impact to data analysis and contrast. 
 2.3. The concept of information management tax is not fully formed in the whole society 
Currently, the concept of information management tax has just been formed, whose implementation 
will take some time; information management tax is only tax bureau’s need for the tax administration, 
which has not reached to all sectors and fields and even can’t be totally grasped by basic taxation. The 
thought of that has early emerged in the new “Law of Tax Administration”, but all levels of government 
and government departments do not have sufficient knowledge; meanwhile, banks and business have 
holden conflict manner to tax administration and do not cooperate with information management tax; 
especially banks and departments related to tax external information restrict the information collection of 
tax department, etc. These are all because the concept of information management tax has not been 
understood in the whole society, which directly affects the process of information management tax. 
Solution on the problems of information management tax 
The concept of information management tax is to take full advantage of modern information 
technology, and focus on solving the problem of the asymmetry of levying for both information, taking 
the collection, analysis and use of taxation information as the main line to perfect the Management 
System of Tax Source, strengthen the combination of business and technology, thereby increasing tax 
compliance and tax revenue collection. The person who takes charge of business doesn’t occupy data and 
doesn’t have data analysis ability, while the one who takes charge of data doesn’t have the business 
management ability. 
Increase the collection, analysis, use of basic information data  
According to the situation of various software in tax authorities, tax authorities may consider using 
advanced computer language to develop more powerful integrated software of tax administration, 
developing more than 20 software in real life into a powerful sub-module in the integrated software, 
realizing the share among the relevant sub-modules by entering information, adopting modern methods to 
integrate these information and having an multi-dimension description, contrast and analysis about tax 
situation from the micro, macro, horizontal, vertical and other aspects. In accordance with the unified 
standard principle , we should establish taxation information index system covered all tax-relate business 
and form a unified Data’s Acquisition Standards & Operating Rules; First, it should be timely accurate. 
The information has timeliness and some decision-making opportunities are fleeting. Only collecting 
information immediately can we realize the value of it. And collected data must be accurate, because the 
accurate information would reflect the taxpayer's production & management and ensure that using these 
information can’t make mistakes. Second, it should uniform information collection caliber. Only doing 
that, can we avoid unnecessary repeated collection of information and make information flow between the 
various platforms. Third, it should be selective. The key to information is not to collect more, it must be 
selectively collecting what we need and the one valuable, helpful to our work. Only selectively collect the 
information we need, can we save a lot of financial and material resources and reduce our unnecessary 
human labor. 
Strengthen the interaction with external functional departments 
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 Strengthen the interaction between tax authorities and business department. Establish an information 
sharing mechanism of tax department and business department. On the one hand, the tax authorities 
should rely on Management Information System and Internet to realize the transverse online with 
business department and the sharing of taxpayer’s management data. On the other hand, we should 
organize tax authorities and business department to hold joint conference regularly, check the number of 
registration households and find out the reason of registered differences.  
   Complete the workflow between business and tax registration. Change the current flow of “First 
business registration then tax registration”, regulate the interinhibitive & interlinked working procedure 
between business and tax registration by laws and regulations. Specifically, you can start with a copy of 
business license issued by business department, then the taxpayer can depend on the copy to tax 
department for tax registration within a certain period. For those needn’t transact tax registration 
certificate, tax department will show the demonstrate of refusing to transact after auxiliary registration, 
then relying on tax registration certificate or the demonstrate of refusing to transact and copy of business 
license to business department to receive the original business license. 
Strengthen the interaction between Tax authorities and Financial Sector .Realize the interconnection 
between financial departments. Given their own interests, each bank has their own system but doesn’t 
form the banking-interconnection, so banks can not share information, which has created many 
opportunities to make long account for taxpayers. If we realize the banking-interconnection between 
financial departments, collect the same user’s information regularly, and timely transmit bank data to the 
appropriate tax authority, then tax authority will be able to monitor taxpayers’ capital flow accurately and 
timely. 
Increase the consciousness of responsibility of financial department interaction. Financial Institutions 
should cooperate with tax authority to investigate taxpayers’ capital information as their own 
responsibility, not as a burden. Tax Department should be in accordance with “Law of Tax 
Administration” and detailed rules to regulate and work out the effective concrete operation methods with 
Financial Department. According to the operational methods, Financial Department should work with tax 
authority actively, not deliberately obstruct the investigation of the taxpayer’s economic information. 
 the Management System of Tax Source 
Under the circumstance of managing tax by law, we should combine the compilation of tax planning 
and the management of tax source to narrow the gap between tax source and actual tax. On the basis of 
investigation information, tax plan formulation adopted linear regression method to establish a scientific 
tax forecast model, which made the planning number close to the regional tax source. Break down into 
counties (district) bureau, track and manage the implementation of regional tax planning, and provide 
timely and effective guidance. We should strip tax plan formulation and Tax Planning & Tax Accounting 
& Tax Statistic from the original Financial Planning Department to Data Analysis Bureau, which can 
make tax plan formulation more scientific and persuasive. 
Tax authority should be in line with the result of macro-analysis, industrial tax law and feature analysis 
to establish model system for tax assessment marked by early warning system and multi-category 
products, to identify the important evaluation object, then to carry out the specific tax assessment. Tax 
assessment should achieve the "three contrast": First, to contrast taxpayer’s current taxation index with 
history index; Two, to contrast with taxation index of the same trade; Third, to contrast physical stock 
with book records, analyzing and calculating the gap between real tax and taxes payable of taxpayers. 
Through the tax assessment, if we find tax evasion behavior, we should transfer to audit department 
timely for tax check. 
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 Strengthen propaganda the concept of information management tax 
Information management tax is a great change of thought of tax administration in new period, which is 
a concrete application of Scientific Development View about the basic viewpoint of productivity and 
relations of production in the practices of tax work, aiming at giving play to the effect of Information 
Technology Means—the most active production tool in tax productivity, improving the work level of tax 
administration. The whole society should strengthen propaganda, deepen understanding the significance 
and influence of information management tax. We also should fully realize that information management 
tax is not a simple change in technology means, but relate to tax management ideas, work flow, systems 
& mechanisms, organization, resource allocation and other major and profound changes, which is a 
complex, integrated system engineering covered all levels and departments. Government at all levels 
should make overall arrangements and make government departments understand and cooperate. At the 
same time, on the concept of building information government, the government should advance in 
electronic equipment hardware, such as computer, further promoting electrical management of 
government network and profile to meet the needs of information age. The state should further revise and 
improve relevant laws, because of the non-perfect legal system of IT management, on the one hand, we 
should perfect the idea of information management tax into the “Law of Tax Administration”; on the 
other hand, we should legislate perfect legal system of IT management to effectively solve the unsolved 
problem by current laws in. the information age.  
Information management tax uses information as the media to promote positive interaction of Tax 
Levy and Paying; network as the platform; science and technology as the support to improve the quality 
of tax administration. It is a major shift in the model of tax administration, a great adjustment in the idea 
of tax administration, a necessary way for tax administration to scientificalization and refinement, a 
significant help in reducing tax costs and increasing tax revenue. We have explored and achieved 
gratifying results in promoting information management tax, standardizing information collecting, 
perfecting information analysis, doing well information application, focusing on quality assessment, etc., 
but there is a long way for us to really realize information management tax. 
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